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Abstract. A well-known lower bound for the number of fixed points of a self-

map /: X —> X is the Nielsen number N(f). Unfortunately, the Nielsen

number is difficult to calculate. The Lefschetz number L(f), on the other hand,

is readily computable but usually does not estimate the number of fixed points.

In this paper, we show that on infrasolvmanifolds (aspherical manifolds whose

fundamental group has a normal solvable group of finite index), N(f) = L(f)

when / is a homotopically periodic map.

1. Estimating and computing Nielsen numbers

In the past decade, considerable interest in Nielsen theory has focused on

the relation between Nielsen numbers and Lefschetz numbers. The Nielsen

number provides a lower bound on the number of fixed points of a self-map.

It is a homotopy invariant, and on all compact manifolds (except surfaces with

negative Euler characteristic), every homotopy class contains a map / with

exactly N(f) fixed points. Unfortunately, N(f) is not readily computable
from its definition, so other methods of computation must be sought.

One natural method to consider is the possibility of computing Nielsen num-

bers from Lefschetz numbers. Roughly speaking, the Nielsen number provides

a geometric count of the fixed point set, while the Lefschetz number provides
an algebraic condition. The starting point for relating the two is the theorem

of Brooks, Brown, Pak, and Taylor [3], that N(f) = \L(f)\ for all self-maps
on tori. This was extended by Anosov [1] to nilmanifolds (homogeneous spaces

of nilpotent Lie groups). At least for the present, we know of no larger class

of manifolds for which N(f) = \L(f)\ for all self-maps. The next natural

classes of manifolds to consider, infranilmanifolds and solvmanifolds, provide

counterexamples. Indeed, there are counterexamples on the Klein bottle, which

is both a solvmanifold and an infranilmanifold.

However, there are still important connections between Lefschetz numbers

and Nielsen numbers for manifolds other than nilmanifolds. In [8] the author

showed that N(f) > \L(f)\ for all self-maps on solvmanifolds (homogeneous

spaces of solvable Lie groups) and in [9] extended this inequality to all maps on
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infrasolvmanifolds (manifolds which have a finite regular cover by a solvmani-

fold). That is, on these manifolds, the Lefschetz number provides a lower bound

(but not necessarily a sharp one) for the number of fixed points. Moreover, the

results of [9] also imply that for self-maps on infranilmanifolds (manifolds that

have a finite regular cover by a nilmanifold) there is a formula which computes

the Nielsen number of a self-map in terms of Lefschetz coincidence numbers

of lifts of the map.
Another line of development has been to impose extra conditions on the map,

which allow these inequalities to be converted to equalities. Kwasik and Lee [6]

showed that, if / is a homotopically periodic self-map (i.e., some power of /

is homotopic to the identity), then N(f) = L(f). This result was extended to

homotopically periodic maps of solvmanifolds by Lee [7].
In this note, we extend this last line of results from infranilmanifolds and

solvmanifolds to their natural common generalization: infrasolvmanifolds.

Namely, we prove:

Theorem 1, If M is a compact infrasolvmanifold and f:M^M is a homo-

topically periodic self-map on M, then N(f) = L(f).

The proof proceeds by using the techniques of [9] to lift the problem from

homotopically periodic self-maps on infrasolvmanifolds to homotopically peri-

odic maps on solvmanifolds, and then applying Lee's result for solvmanifolds.

To develop the ingredients needed for the proof, we review the necessary facts

about infrasolvmanifolds in the next section, summarize the relevant parts of

[9] in §3, and present the proof in the last section.

2. Infrasolvmanifolds

In this section, we briefly review the topology of infrasolvmanifolds. In-

frasolvmanifolds can be defined in several ways. The constructive approach
to infrasolvmanifolds begins with a solvable connected simply connected Lie

group S. Consider the Lie group G = S » K, where K is a compact subgroup

of Aut(S'). G acts on S by (s, a)-s' = sa(s'). If n c G is a torsionfree

subgroup with finite projection <£ onto K, then Af = n\S is an infrasolvman-

ifold. Af is connected and is compact if and only if n is uniform in S x K

or, equivalently, if and only if Y = n n S is uniform in S. We will restrict
ourselves to the compact case. (Though presented differently, this formulation

is equivalent to that found in [2, 5].)
If O is solvable, then Af is a homogeneous space of a solvable Lie group

and is called a solvmanifold. Every infrasolvmanifold has a finite regular cover

by a solvmanifold. In fact, this characterizes infrasolvmanifolds. Namely,

if Af = n\S, let ns be the solvradical of n—the unique maximal normal

solvable subgroup of n—and let <J>5 be the solvradical of O. If p: n -> <P is

the projection homomorphism, ns = p~x(<&s). Let Af = ns\S. Then Af is a

solvmanifold covering Af, with finite covering group 7i/ns = O/O*.

Note that the universal cover S of Af is contractible, so Af is aspherical
with 7Ti(Af) s 7i. In fact, compact infrasolvmanifolds are determined up to

homeomorphism by their fundamental group. We can classify precisely which

groups can occur as the fundamental group of an infrasolvmanifold. Recall

that for any property P of groups, a group G is virtually P if there is a nor-

mal subgroup of finite index 77 which has property P.   Similarly, a group
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is poly-? if there is a normal series {G,} for G such that each subquotient

Gj/Gj+i has property P. In particular, G is polycyclic if there is a normal

series with Gi/Gl+\ = Z. There is a one-to-one correspondence between home-

omorphism classes of infrasolvmanifolds and isomorphism classes of virtually

polycyclic groups. These isomorphism classes can be equivalently described as

isomorphism classes of poly-{cyclic or finite} groups.

3. Nielsen numbers and covering spaces

While Nielsen numbers and Nielsen-type numbers can be defined in a wide

variety of settings, it will suffice for our purposes to consider the setting of

a compact manifold Af and a self-map /: Af —► Af. The fixed point set

Fix(/) = {x £ M\f(x) = x} is then a compact subset, which we partition into

fixed point classes by the following relation. If x, y £ Fix(f), then x ~ y if

there is a path c in Af from x to y with c ~ /oc(rel{0, 1}). Each fixed point

class F is then an isolated fixed point set, with a fixed point index ind(/, F)

defined. A fixed point class is essential if its fixed point index ind(/, F) is

nonzero, and the Nielsen number N(f) is the number of essential fixed point

classes. Let §*(/) denote the set of essential fixed point classes of /. We can

assume (after modifying / by a homotopy, if necessary) that each essential

class F £ %(f) consists of a single point and that all nonempty fixed point

classes are essential.

We will need to understand how Nielsen numbers behave with respect to

covering spaces. This question is studied in detail in [9, §5]. There, the more

general phenomenon of coincidences between maps is considered; here, we spe-

cialize the results to the case of fixed points. Specifically, suppose p: M —> Af

is a finite regular cover of Af with fundamental group ft and covering group

2 = ti/ti . A self-map /: Af —► Af is covered by a map /: Af -> Af if and
only if im(/j opj) C im(pj) in n; that is, if and only if im(/?j) is invariant

under /j. The map / is then also covered by /? o / for every B £ 2. If

x £ Fix(f), then there is a unique /? e 2 such that p~x(x) c Fix(/?/). If

x £ p~x(x), then flf around x and / around x are conjugate via p, so

ind(/?/, Jc) = ind(/, jc) . Since x is covered by \2\ such points, we see that

L(/)=    £    ind(/,*) = ^£     £     ind(/?/,x) = ^£L(/?/).

*€Fix(/) '      ' !i£& xeFix(fif) '      ' fie®

Relating the Nielsen number N(f) to the Nielsen numbers N(Bf) of lifts

requires more care. We must consider how the partitioning of [Jpe& Fix(/?/) =

p~x(Fix(f)) into fixed point classes relates to the partitioning of Fix(/) into

fixed point classes. It is easy to see that p maps fixed point classes in Af to fixed

point classes in Af, so a fixed point class F of fif lies entirely in some p~x (x).

Since all points in F have the same index as x, F is essential if and only if

x is. It remains then to see how many distinct fixed point classes of fif lie in

p~x (x). If F is a fixed point class of / and x £ F, let nF denote the image of

fi in 7ti(Af, x) and let Fix(/8, F) = {to £ n(M, x)\ft(to) = to} . In general,
this quantity depends on the fixed point class F but not on x £ F. Then

p~x(x) is a union of [n : fif • Fix(fi, F)] fixed point classes, each containing

[Af • Fix(/j, F): 7tF] fixed points.
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As a way of combining all of this information, we introduce the Nielsen-type

number

1      ' fieS

N(f, ft) does in general depend on ft. The relation between N(f) and

N(f, ft) can now be stated as follows:

Theorem 2 [9, Theorem 5.9]. If ft is a normal subgroup of n = it\ (Af) of finite

index and f:M^>M is a self-map with f^ft) c ft, then N(f) > N(f, ft),
with equality if Fix(/B, F) c ftp for every F £ &(f).

4. Proof of the theorem

If 7i = 7Ti(Af) and ns is the solvradical of n, ns is a characteristic sub-

group of n . In particular, since / is homotopically periodic, ff.n^n is an

automorphism, and fa(ns) = ns. If p: M —► Af is the finite regular covering

of Af corresponding to ns, then / is covered by maps /? of: M —» Af, where

B £ 2 = n/ns. If F £ W(f) is an essential fixed point class of f and 0 £ 2

is chosen so that p~x(F) c Fix(/?/), then every fixed point class F of /?/ in

p~l(F) has index

ind(/?/, F) = [HF ■ Fix(ft, F) : HF]ind(f, F).

Since 7=" is essential, ind(/, F) ? 0 and ind(yS/, F) £ 0. Then | ind()?/, F)\
= 1 [8, Theorem 1], so [hF oFix(yjj, F) : nF] = \ ind(/, F)\ = 1. In particular,

ftF • Fix(/j, F) = ftp and Fix(/jj, F) c ftF . Therefore,

1    ' pes '    ' pe3i

It suffices then to show that N(fi ° f) = L(fi of) for every P £ 2 . Since

/ is homotopically periodic, some /" ~ id, and each (/? o/)" is homotopic
to a covering transformation. But 2 is finite, so for each /? there is an m

such that (P o f)nm ~ id. That is, each ft of is homotopically periodic. Now,

Lee's result for homotopically periodic maps on solvmanifolds [7, Theorem 2]

applies, and N(f} of) — L(fl of) for every /3 .
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